Due to the fact that the slight fault signals in early failure of mechanical system are usually submerged in heavy background noise, it is unfeasible to extract the weak fault feature via the traditional vibration analysis. Stochastic resonance (SR), as a method of utilizing noise to amplify weak signals in nonlinear dynamical systems, can detect weak signals overwhelmed in the noise. However, based on the analysis of the impact of noise intensity on SR effect, it is concluded that the detection results are dramatically limited by the noise intensity of measured signals, especially for incipient fault feature of mechanical system with poor working environment. Therefore, this paper proposes a partly Duffing oscillator SR method to extract the fault feature of mechanical system. In this method, to locate the appearance of weak fault feature and decrease noise intensity, the permutation entropy index is constructed to select the measured signals for the input of Duffing oscillator system. Then, according to the regulation of system parameters, a reasonable match between the selected signals and Duffing oscillator model is achieved to produce a SR phenomenon and realize the fault diagnosis of mechanical system. Experiment results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves a better effect on the fault diagnosis of mechanical system.
Introduction
With the rapid development of science and technology, rotating machinery plays a significant role in a wide range of industrial applications, such as the hydroelectric turbine, wind turbines, aeroengine, transportation vehicles, and machine tools. Hence, it is of great significance to research fault diagnosis methods of incipient fault prognoses and guaranteeing the reliability of the mechanical system [1] . In the past decades, many algorithms are proposed in the area of mechanical fault diagnosis [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, as researchers found, the rotating machine is a complicated and nonlinear system, and it has been proven that the incipient fault feature is usually overwhelmed in heavy background noise from other coupled machine components and measuring instruments, which makes it difficult to detect the weak feature signal clearly.
In 1981, stochastic resonance (SR) was firstly introduced by Benzi et al. [7] and C. Nicolis and G. Nicolis [8] in their study on explaining the periodic recurrences of the earth's ice ages. As a nonlinear signal processing method, the output signals of system can be enhanced with optimized signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) with the assistance of proper intensity noise. Therefore, substantive researches have been done on SR in the area of weak signal detection [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In the past few years, in order to improve the output effect of traditional one-dimensional Langevin system, Gammaitoni et al. first introduced SR for the two-dimensional bistable Duffing oscillator system [16, 17] , and then the related simulation analysis and experimental research on the output characteristics were discussed [18, 19] . On this basis, Leng et al. [20, 21] proposed that, with the introduction of tunable damping ratio in the Duffing oscillator model, it is possible to realize SR for signals with different noise intensity.
However, based on the previous research, the impact of noise intensity on SR effect is discussed and it is found that the output effect has a significant decrease with the increase of noise intensity even though the optimal system parameters have been achieved. Thus, it can be concluded that the signal detection result is dramatically limited by the noise intensity of measured signals in Duffing oscillator SR, especially for incipient fault feature of mechanical system with poor working environment and strong noise background. Therefore, a partly Duffing oscillator SR method based on permutation entropy is proposed in this paper. Permutation entropy, as a statistical measurement method, has high sensibility to abrupt dynamic change [22, 23] ; thus it can serve as an index to detect slight signal change and locate the appearance of fault feature. Based on variation curves of permutation entropy, the original signals are selected to decrease the signal size and noise intensity, which overcomes the shortcoming of the detecting results limited by noise intensity in traditional SR methods. Then, according to the regulation of system parameters, a reasonable match between the selected signals and Duffing oscillator model is achieved to produce a SR phenomenon and realize the fault feature extraction. Experiment results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves a better effect on the fault diagnosis of rotating machinery. This paper is organized as follows. The theory of Duffing oscillator SR and influence of noise intensity on SR effect is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 describes the algorithm of permutation entropy which is introduced in the partly Duffing oscillator SR method. Then, the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by the engineering application in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Brief Review of SR

Theory of Duffing Oscillator SR.
Nowadays, most research about traditional SR methods focuses on the Langevin model [24] . However, it has been proven that the SNR of output signal in Duffing oscillator system is higher than that in Langevin system [25] . As shown in Figure 1 , the Duffing oscillator is a bistable system with double well potential, which meets the three necessary ingredients for producing a SR phenomenon [7] . The Duffing oscillator system can be described as follows: where the parameters and are positive real numbers and the corresponding potential function ( ) = − 2 /2+ 4 /4, k is the damping ratio and ( ) = sin (2 0 ) is the driving signal, is the noise intensity, and ( ) is a Gaussian white noise. The two separated barriers are formed by two stable fixed points = ±√ / and one quasi-stable fixed point at = 0 of potential function ( ) in Duffing oscillator system. With the assistance of proper intensity noise, the Brownian particle will accumulate enough energy to cross the barriers and jump between two potential wells. When the transition rate of Brownian particle matches the signal period, the periodic input signal will be enhanced with SR. Figure 2 displays the state transition of the Duffing oscillator system with the assistance of periodic force and noise.
The Influence of Noise Intensity on SR Effect.
According to the mechanism of Duffing oscillator SR, the weak signal detecting result of SR method is closely related to the noise intensity [21] . In order to analyze the influence of noise intensity on SR effect in Duffing oscillator system, the simulation signals with different noise intensities of = 0. parameters are set to = 0.1 and 0 = 0.01 Hz. The sample frequency and the system parameters are set at = 5 Hz and = = 1, and damping ratio is set to = 0.5 and = 2.5, respectively, for producing SR. Figures 3 and 4 show the weak signal detection results of Duffing oscillator SR under different noise intensities. By comparing with the phenomenon in Figure 3 , it is apparent that not only does the feature signal amplitude have a significant decrease, but also the frequency spectrum of output signals contains many complex ingredients except the characteristic frequency 0 = 0.01 Hz in Figure 4 .
In addition, based on the mechanism analysis of Duffing oscillator SR from the perspective of Kramers rate [26] , the condition of realizing the Duffing oscillator SR phenomenon [21] is defined as illustrated in the following equation:
Apparently, the SR phenomenon is realized when = 1, and it can be seen from (2) that the SR effect is affected by the parameters and , the damping ratio , the signal frequency 0 , and the noise intensity . Figure 5 displays the change curves of the characteristic signal amplitude Am at = 0 versus noise intensity with different parameters , , , and 0 , respectively.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the characteristic signal amplitude Am first increases and then falls off as noise intensity increases (observed by the red curves in Figure 5 ), even if the SR phenomenon has been produced by adjusting the system parameters , , and . What is more, when the noise intensity is relatively large, the characteristic signal amplitude Am has a significant decrease in comparison with that in optimal noise intensity op . Therefore, it can be inferred that the output signal amplitude Am of traditional SR method is closely related to the noise intensity, and it is difficult to extract the feature signal under a stronger noise background even though the optimal system parameters have been achieved.
Partly Duffing Oscillator SR
Based on the previously mentioned conclusion, we are motivated to introduce an index to locate the appearance of slight signals for reducing the noise intensity of the input signals of Duffing oscillator system. Due to the fact that the occurrence of weak feature is usually accompanied by a dynamic change in the measured signals, the similarity measure methods have been presented to detect such changes including Kullback-Leibler divergence [27] , 2 -norm [28] , and Hausdorff distance [29] . However, most of these methods are based on quantifying the dissimilarity between the reference probability density functions; for the weak signals submerged in the heavy background noise, the dissimilarity is not significant. The complexity measure, in comparison, is computationally more efficient [30] , such as Lempel-Ziv complexity [31] , approximate entropy [32] , and permutation entropy [33] , especially for the last one. As a measure of signal complexity, permutation entropy (PE), which has characteristics of high sensitivity to signal change and simple calculation and strong robustness [34] , has been widely applied to research the complexity of the time series and dynamic characteristics [35] [36] [37] [38] . Therefore, a partly Duffing oscillator SR method based on PE is proposed in this paper. In this method, to solve the problem of weak signal detection result limited by the noise intensity in traditional SR method, the PE of measured signals is calculated as an index to locate the appearance of weak signals and decrease the noise intensity of the input signals of Duffing oscillator system. Then, according to the regulation of system parameters, a reasonable match between the selected signals and Duffing oscillator model is realized to produce the SR phenomenon for fault diagnosis of rotating machine. 
Theory of Permutation Entropy.
Take the time series { ( ), = 1, 2, . . . , } as the example. To analyze the complexity of ( ), the phase space is reconstructed as a higher dimension as follows: 
where and represent embedded dimension and time delay, respectively, and each reconstructed vector ( ) can be arranged in an increasing order as described in the following equation: where 1 , 2 , . . . , are the positions of corresponding elements [32] . Therefore, any reconstructed vector ( ) can be mapped onto a group of symbols as follows:
where = 1, 2, . . . , , = −( −1) . Owing to the fact that the sequences contain distinct symbols, the sequences at most have ! types, and ( ) is just one of them. Assume that 1 , 2 , . . . , can be used to denote the probability distribution of each symbol sequence, respectively; the permutation entropy of order for ( ) can be defined as the Shannon entropy for the symbol sequences as
Then, the PE of order can be normalized as follows:
The values of represent the randomness of the time series; the larger the value of , the more random the time series is, and vice versa.
To intuitively observe the validity in reflecting the noise intensity variation of signals, the PE values of sine signals combined with an additive noise are calculated, as listed in Table 1 . It can be seen from that that the lower the SNR, the larger the PE values, which means the PE can provide a quantitative tool to reflect the nonlinear change in the measured signals.
Principle of Signal Selection Based on PE.
Motivated by these advantages mentioned above, the PE of the measured signals is constructed in this paper as the index to locate the appearance of weak fault feature. In order to reflect the dynamic change of measured signals in real time, the sliding window is constructed in the measured signals [39] , and the permutation entropy ( ) is calculated for each data subset. The principle of the signal selection based on PE translates to
where ( ) is the original signal and ( ) represents the selected signal for the input of Duffing oscillator system. Qua[ℎ ( ), ] indicates that the th quartile of ℎ ( ) and ( ) ( ) denotes moving average of ℎ ( ). In this paper, is set to 0.8. To clearly illustrate the principle and testify the algorithm's effectiveness, the simulation signals are defined as
where ( ) is a step function, ( ) = 0, and ∈ (0, 150) ∪ (250, 400); ( ) = 0.2; ∈ [150, 250]. ( ) is Gaussian white noise. The characteristic frequency 0 is 0.1 Hz and the sampling frequency is 10 Hz. The length of data is 4000. Figure 6 (a) shows the variation curves of PE values of simulation signals. It can be seen that the PE values have a significant decrease in the case when the regular signal occurs, which indicates that the PE values can be settled as an index to locate the appearance of slight feature signal.
In addition, as illustrated in (8), this paper adopts the quantile based PE thresholding method to the signal selection and the quantile of PE values is calculated as the threshold. waveforms and frequency spectrum of simulation signals constructed in (9) before and after signal selection by PE index, respectively. By comparison, the algorithm of signal selection based on PE can effectively decrease the signal size and the noise intensity, which is conductive to the weak feature enhancement of Duffing oscillator SR system.
Procedure of the Proposed Method.
The flow chart of the proposed method is shown in Figure 9 , with the specific procedure given in the following:
(1) signals.
(2) relevant parameters in proposed method.
(3) Select the signals based on the variation curves of PE: oscillator model is realized to produce a SR phenomenon.
(6) Realize the fault diagnosis of rotating machine with the utilization of the proposed method.
Engineering Application
Experimental Data Collection.
To verify the effectiveness of proposed method in fault diagnosis of rotating machine, the experimental studies on a hydroelectric turbine in upper reaches of Yellow River are conducted. As shown in Figure 10 , the experimental signals are acquired from the prototype of hydroelectric turbine with 5 blades, and the rated speed is 107.1 r/min (1.79 Hz). Figure 11 describes specific layout of measuring points of pressure fluctuation signals in the turbine.
In the hydroelectric turbine, due to the fact that the oil supply is generally sustained by the floating tile, the floating tile is usually affected by vibration of the turbine shaft, which makes it prone to wear. In addition, once the floating tile suffers damage, the problems of oil leakage and its diffusion to other channels in the oil supply will lead to the turbine being unfeasible to work in on-cam operating condition. For these reasons, faults on the floating tile in the oil supply are created in the experiment. The pressure fluctuation signals are measured before the turbine blade under mild wear and heavy wear of floating tile, respectively, as shown in Figure 12 . Each sampling length is 4000, and the sampling frequency is 227 Hz. Based on the variation curves of PE of experiment signals, the signals of which the PE values decrease are selected as the input of Duffing oscillator system to extract the fault feature. Figures 15(a), 15(b) , 17(a), and 17(b) display the time-domain waveforms and frequency spectra of the selected signals under two modes of faults in the floating tile. For a large amount of noise is filtered out by PE index, the signal size is reduced from 4000 to 1000, and noise intensity is significantly decreased, which are conducive to identify the fault characteristic frequency. Additionally, the signal component with frequency 0 = 8.95 Hz can be observed from the frequency spectra of the selected signals in Figures 15(b) and 17(b) , which is equal to the fault characteristic frequency of floating tile. However, the spectral peak frequency is not prominent and the fault feature cannot be recognized obviously.
Fault Diagnosis
Then, according to the regulation of system parameters, a reasonable match between the selected signals and Duffing oscillator model is realized to produce a SR phenomenon with the amplitude-transformation and scale-transformation [40] . As shown in (2), there is a negative correlation between amplitude-transformation coefficient and noise intensity when other parameters remain constant [21] . Thus, the amplitude-transformation and scale-transformation coefficients are set to = 1/10 and = 100, and the noise intensity In addition, to validate the feasibility of the proposed method, the fault diagnosis results under two modes of faults in the floating tile with the traditional Duffing oscillator SR method are illustrated in Figures 16 and 18 . In order to realize optimal detection result, the amplitude-transformation and scale-transformation coefficients are set to = 1/10 and = 100, respectively. Evidently, apart from the fault feature frequency 0 = 8.95 Hz, the frequency spectra in implies that it is not clear to detect slight fault characteristic signal with the traditional Duffing oscillator SR method.
What is more, due to the larger noise intensity in the input signal of Duffing oscillator system, signal amplitude of characteristic frequency has an obvious decrease, even though the optimal system parameters have been achieved. By contrast, the proposed partly Duffing oscillator SR method has a better effect on the detection of the weak signal of early failure of mechanical system. Therefore, based on the experimental results and above analysis, the proposed partly Duffing oscillator SR method could effectively detect the slight fault feature signals and realize the fault diagnosis of rotating machinery.
Conclusion
Due to the fact that the weak signal detecting result of traditional SR method is limited by the noise intensity, a partly Duffing oscillator SR method is proposed to extract the slight fault feature of rotating machinery. In this method, with the induction of PE, the detection of abrupt dynamic change caused by early failure is realized to decrease the signal size and noise intensity and locate the appearance of fault feature, which overcomes the shortcoming of the detecting results limited by noise intensity in traditional SR methods. The collected signals are selected by the variation trend of PE for the input of Duffing oscillator system. Then, according to the regulation of system parameters, a reasonable match between the select signals and Duffing oscillator model is achieved to produce a SR phenomenon to realize the fault diagnosis of rotating machine. The performance of proposed method has been evaluated in the two modes of fault of the hydroelectric turbine in upper reaches of Yellow River. Experiments results verified the effectiveness of the proposed method in weak fault feature extraction and fault diagnosis of the rotating machinery. 
